Fatwa
From
Zakir-e-Husain, Qazi Dr. Shaikh Abbas Borhany
To
Zakir-e-Yazid, (MBBS) Dr. Zakir Naik
Zakir Naik (MBBS) has once again shown his heartedly attachment to Yazid Maloon,
during his live speech on PEACE TV on 4th May 2008, 17.30 PM. He has called the
Shait'an Yazid "Amir al Muslimin". He uttered that: "he was (Nauzubillah) on the "Right
Path", but history blamed him wrongly". It seems that `Peace TV' has joined hands in
hands with the current campaign of mortification to Islam, Rasulaullah(S) and Ahl al Bait
(A.S).
(MBBS) Dr. Zakir Naik seems to have lost his senses in his enmity of Ahl al Bait to such an
extent that he has used word "May Allah be pleased with him" for Yazid ibn Muawiyah,
whom everyone knows committed mockery of Qur'an, Rasulullah(S) and Wahi openly.
Shameless Naik said: "Karbala was a political war". Is Naik not inviting the wrath of Allah
by rejecting the declaration of Imam Husain?
"Innama Kharajtu Litalabil islahi Fee Ummate Jaddi wa Abi"- I have only risen to rectify
and to reform the affairs of the Ummah of my grandfather and of my father. "Uridu `An
Aamura Bil Ma'ruf wa Anha `Anil Munkar."- I want to invite people towards good and
forbid them from evil'':
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Does Zakir deny that his beloved Yazid did not recite the couplets, available in my
following article, with authentic references?
Is Naik unaware that Imam Husain (A.S.) was from amongst Ahl al Bait (A.S) for
whom Qura'n explain their merits in a number of Ay'ah?
How can `Naik's version of Islam' be accepted while he rejects the `authentic
wordings' of the grandson of Rasulullah(S), and hide the Ahadith discussing the
merits of Husain?
Is Naik know the meaning of the following Hadith:

"Husinu Minni Wa Ana Min Husain"- "Husain is from Me and I am from Husain".
These are not ordinary wording explaining an ordinary relation of a grandfather and
a grandson, but these are the saying of that Rasul (S) for whom Allah has announced
in Qur'an, Surah 53:3
"Wama Yantiqu Anil Hawa, in Huwa illa Wahyun Yuha"- i.e He (Rasulullah) doesn't
speak out of desire, it is not but Wahi that is appeared". Hence Rasulullah(S) has
announced that He and Husain are related to each other through the supreme
sacrifice which protected Islam forever.
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v.

Zakir Naik never uses references of Ahl al Bait, who are fountainhead of
Knowledge, in his so-called religious discourses, which is an open evidence of his
`Nawasibiyat'.

Zakir Naik claims to be scholar of comparative religions, but it is shocking that he doesn't
know his own religion and its history with spirit. So rejecting Husain (A.S.) is rejecting
Muhammad (S) and killing Husain is killing Rasulullah (S). Therefore as per this Hadith,
Yazid actually killed Rasulullah (S).
A Murtad like Yazid deserves outright Lanah-condemnation and only an enemy of
Rasulullah(S) and Ahl al Bait would think of defending a Shait'an like him.
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